
CERTIFIED®

Bonnet Cleaner Concentrate

ULTRA BONNET
Spin Cleaner

pH 8-8.5

1:8

Low foaming, economical cleaner for commercial carpet maintenance.

Certified® Ultra Bonnet cleaner is a concentrated cleaner for economi-
cal carpet maintenance. Heavily soiled commercial traffic areas can be
maintained on a regular, even daily basis. Periodic extraction cleaning is
recommended to prevent excessive soil build-up. For best results, pre-
pare the carpet with a  Certified® Model S Pile Brush and use Certified®

Traffic Spotter Pre-Spray on heavily soiled areas before bonnet cleaning.
Ultra Bonnet is safe to use on all carpets.

Gallon 4/cs. 5 Gallon       55 Gallon Drum
C280-005          C280-003       C280-001

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Shake well before using. Test fabric in inconspicuous place

for color fastness before using.
For Dip, Spray or Shower-Feed Methods
1. Dip the clean or freshly laundered bonnet pad into cleaning 

solution and wring out excess solution by hand.
2. Over a piece of test rug or plastic sheet, center the bonnet pad 

under the drive pad of the rotary machine and allow to rotate.
When suds appear, the unit is ready for bonnet cleaning the carpet.

3. To avoid streaking, allow the bonnet pad to rotate in a circular 
pattern 1 1/2 times its diameter, overlapping each circle in blocks 
of 3 to 4 square feet.

4. Additional cleaning solution is added by dipping the bonnet pad in  
cleaning solution; by spraying the 3 or 4 feet squares ahead of the 
rotating bonnet with a power spray; or with a shower feed 
scrubber by releasing solution from the tank.

5. Check the bonnet frequently. Turn it over when it gets soiled and/ 
or replace with clean, dipped and wrung out damp bonnet pads.

6. Finish by brushing carpet in one direction with nap brush to 
eliminate swirl marks. Use furniture protectors under legs of 
furniture replaced on damp carpet.


